Effects of synchrotron microbeam radiotherapy on tumour-associated neutrophil and macrophage recruitment in a mouse breast cancer model
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Aim

Conventional radiotherapy (CRT) is a routine treatment for up to 50% of breast cancer patients. However, CRT may compromise anti-tumour responses by triggering inflammatory responses, increasing immune repressive molecules, and recruiting tumour-associated neutrophils (TANs) or macrophages (TAMs) to tumours. Synchrotron Microbeam radiotherapy (MRT) is a novel preclinical RT, in which synchrotron-generated X-rays are segmented by a collimator, producing intense microbeams. Animal studies have demonstrated that MRT ablates tumours but causes little or no damage to the surrounding normal tissues compared to CRT. In this study, we investigated the effects of MRT/CRT on the recruitment of TANs and/or TAMs to tumours. We hypothesized that MRT induces a different immunological response in the tumour microenvironment, which leads to less TAN/TAM recruitment compared to CRT.

Methods and materials

Balb/c mice were inoculated with $5 \times 10^5$ EMT6.5 mouse mammary tumour cells in the right hind leg. Tumours were irradiated with MRT (112 and 560 Gy peak dose) or CRT (5 and 9 Gy) and excised at 24, 48 and 120 hr post-irradiation. Flow cytometry analysis, quantitative real-time PCR and immunohistochemistry were applied to quantify TAN or TAM recruitment, and production of chemokines/cytokines responsible for immune cell recruitment.

Results

We found that there was a significant difference in both TAN and TAM recruitment in tumours irradiated with MRT and CRT at 48 hr post-irradiation. MRT induced significantly less TAN and TAM recruitment when compared to CRT ($p<0.01$). There was less chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2 (CCL2) expression in tumours irradiated by MRT than CRT, which may be one of the mechanisms responsible for reduced tumour-associated immune cell recruitment.

Images for this section:
Fig. 1: There were less numbers of neutrophils and monocytes/macrophages in MRT-irradiated EMT6.5 tumours compared to those irradiated by CRT at 48 hr post-irradiation. Tumour bearing mice were irradiated with MRT/CRT and tumours were excised at 48 hr following irradiation as described in Figure 2A. Numbers of (A) neutrophils, (B) macrophages, (C) Ly6Chigh monocytes, and (D) Ly6Clow monocytes were quantified by flow cytometry.

Fig. 2: Less F4/80 TAMs were recruited into MRT-irradiated EMT6.5 tumours compared to those irradiated by CRT at 48 hr post-irradiation. (A) Immune staining of F4/80 in control, CRT (5 or 9 Gy) and MRT (112 or 560Gy) irradiated tumours. (B) Immune staining of BrdU and F4/80 in control, CRT (5 or 9 Gy) and MRT (112 or 560Gy) irradiated tumours.
**Fig. 3:** There was less CCL2 expression in MRT-irradiated EMT6.5 tumours than those irradiated by CRT at 48 hr post-irradiation. (A-E) Immunohistochemistry of CCL2 in control, CRT (5 or 9 Gy) and MRT (112 or 560Gy) irradiated tumours. (F) Quantitation of proportional staining area of CCL2. Images of CCL2 staining were captured and quantified by Fiji ImageJ v1.49.
Conclusion

Our results suggest that MRT may show advantages over CRT for improving tumor control through its effect on immune cell recruitment to tumours. Our results also suggest that a combined treatment of MRT with immunotherapy targeting TAMs/TANs or CCL2 will be superior to CRT with the same combinatorial treatment.
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